
EFFICIENCY COMES FROM FLEXIBILITY.
Adapt to whatever the weather throws your way. The improved 
WESTERN® WIDE-OUT and WIDE-OUT XL adjustable wing snowplows 
now feature taller, flared wings to cross jobs off your list 30% faster. 
Prepare yourself to take on more snow—even in the depths of winter.

“
WIDE-OUT™* | WIDE-OUT™ XL 
ADJUSTABLE WING SNOWPLOWS

MORE JOBS. DONE FASTER.



westernplows.com

MORE JOBS. DONE FASTER. 2 WINTER WARRANTY

WIDE-OUT™* | WIDE-OUT™ XL 
ADJUSTABLE WING SNOWPLOWS

SPECIFICATIONS

EXPANDABLE TO 11'  

Now available in two sizes, our new WIDE-OUT™ and WIDE-OUT™ XL plows 
let you clear more pavement than ever before, thanks to taller, flared wings 
and longer blades. The WIDE-OUT™ XL plow extends to a full 11' when in 
extended straight configuration, to move more snow in fewer passes.

REINFORCED SLIDE BOX 

Stack heavy loads and rest assured that your plow will never bow to  
the snow. The WIDE-OUT snowplow’s slide box is constructed with  
heavy-grade steel, ensuring your tools are up to the task, no matter how big.

TOTAL CONTROL OF FLARED WINGS 

How many more jobs could you finish with a plow that moves snow up 
to 30% faster? The WIDE-OUT plows—equipped with flared wings as 
tall as 36" on the WIDE-OUT XL model—provide unmatched versatility, 
letting operators control each wing to move into straight, extended 
straight, windrow and scoop positions, all at the touch of a button.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY  
BUILT INTO EVERY FEATURE

MODEL BLADE WIDTH
BLADE  
HEIGHT

BLADE  
THICKNESS

TRIP  
SPRINGS RIBS

LIFT  
CYLINDER

ANGLING  
RAMS

PLOWING WIDTH  
(FULL ANGLE)

APPROX. 
WEIGHT

CUTTING 
EDGE

WIDE-OUT
retracted: 8' (2.44 m) 

expanded: 10' (3.05 m) 
scoop: 8'10" (2.69 m) 

on moldboard: 31"  
(78.74 cm)

on end: 35"  
(88.90 cm)

14 ga 
(2.11 mm) 4 6 1¾" x 8" 

(4.45 cm x 20.32 cm)
1½" x 10" 

(3.81 cm x 25.40 cm)

retracted: 7'2" (2.18 m) 
expanded: 9' (2.74 m) 
scoop: 7'11" (2.41 m)

1000 lb 
(453.59 kg)

1/2" x 6" 
(1.27 cm x 15.24 cm)

WIDE-OUT XL
retracted: 8'6" (2.59 m) 
expanded: 11' (3.35 m) 
scoop: 9'10" (3.00 m) 

on moldboard: 31" 
(78.74 cm) 

on end: 36" 
(91.44 cm)

14 ga 
(2.11 mm) 4 8 1¾" x 8" 

(4.45 cm x 20.32 cm)
1½" x 10" 

(3.81 cm x 25.40 cm)

retracted: 7'11" (2.41 m) 
expanded: 10'6" (3.20 m) 

scoop: 9'6" (2.90 m)

1070 lb 
(485.34 kg)

1/2" x 6" 
(1.27 cm x 15.24 cm)
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Shock absorbers and shoes are optional on both the WIDE-OUT and WIDE-OUT XL.
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

POLY MOLDBOARD CUTTING EDGE 

Resilient compound poly edges on the WIDE-OUT  
moldboard help protect decorative concrete, 
driveways and other delicate surfaces.

POLY WING CUTTING EDGE

Poly edges on each independently-controlled 
WIDE-OUT wing let operators better adjust 
to road surface irregularities without gouging 
and quickly remove all types of snow.

BACK DRAG EDGE

Ensure a clean scrape every time for each entryway 
and loading dock you have to clear. Angled to 
maximize back dragging performance, the WESTERN® 
back drag edge is constructed to be as rugged and 
durable as every other component of your plow.

* All product features and specifications listed on this sell sheet apply to WIDE-OUT  
and WIDE-OUT XL snowplows with serial numbers beginning with 180210 and higher.


